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Abstract
This paper analyses ways to deepen the Australia-Japan defence relationship. It argues that while there
has been considerable progress in the last decade, the operational level is the missing aspect of the
defence relationship, and that there is still much work to be done to achieve interoperability between the
ADF and the Japanese Self-Defence Force.
The paper contends that the key to bridging the apparent strategic-tactical divide is not only to focus on
the operational level but also to build capacity in operational planning through developing a thorough
understanding of each other’s planning doctrines, operational and intelligence capabilities and
limitations, and rules of engagement. The paper concludes that this is best addressed through more
involvement by Japan in Australian operations and exercises, notably Operation RENDER SAFE and
Exercises PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP and TALISMAN SABRE.

The Australia-Japan Defence Relationship: improving interoperability
at the operational level

Introduction
Australia and Japan are in many respects natural security partners: they are both Asia-Pacific powers,
liberal democracies, desire a rules-based international order, and are close allies of the US. Over the last
decade, the defence relationship between both nations has both broadened and deepened significantly. 1
Most notably, on 9 October 2013, then Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott stated that ‘[a]s far as I’m
concerned, Japan is Australia’s best friend in Asia and we want to keep it a very strong friendship’. 2 Later,
he described Japan as a ‘strong ally’.3 While Japan is not legally an ‘ally’, the reality is that the Prime
Minister’s sentiment was more important than his word choice—and the sentiment is that Japan is a very
close security partner, and getting closer.
The 2013 Australian Defence White Paper states that ‘[t]here is close policy dialogue [between Australia
and Japan] … facilitating exchanges on strategic perceptions and policy approaches, and setting priorities
for practical cooperation’.4 Additionally, Japan’s 2014 Defence White Paper states that ‘Japan will further
deepen its relationship with Australia ... [and] will also actively conduct joint training and other activities
so as to improve interoperability with Australia’.5 However, while it is clear that the relationship has
come a very long way in the last decade, there is still much work to be done in order to achieve
interoperability between the ADF and the Japanese Self-Defence Force (JSDF).
The aim of this paper is to analyse ways to deepen the Australia-Japan defence relationship at the
operational level. To do this, it will first review the achievements of the Australia-Japan defence
relationship to date; second, discuss the operational level and why it is important; and third, examine
three exercises/operations that are of low to medium sensitivity and complexity that could be used as
platforms to enhance interoperability between the ADF and the JSDF. The paper will conclude that the
operational level is the missing aspect of the Australia-Japan defence relationship and that it is best
addressed by building capacity in operational planning through more involvement by Japan in Australia’s
robust exercise program.

The status of the Australia-Japan defence relationship
Before ways to deepen the relationship can be discussed, a brief summary of what has already transpired
is required. In March 2007, the prime ministers of both nations signed the Japan-Australia Joint
Declaration on Security Cooperation.6 In December 2008, a Memorandum on Defence Cooperation was
signed at defence minister level, which ‘recognises the gradual maturation of the defence relationship
from one based on dialogue to one based on practical cooperation’.7
These agreements were followed in May 2010 by an Acquisition and Cross-Servicing Agreement, which
came into effect in January 2013, and in May 2012 by an Information Security Agreement, which came
into effect in March 2013.8 The Acquisition and Cross-Servicing Agreement is an important enabling
document that applies only to low-level activities such as exercises, peacekeeping operations and
humanitarian assistance and disaster-relief operations, but not conventional military operations.9 The
Information Security Agreement was significant because, without it to protect each other’s classified
information, the defence relationship would be unable to deepen as required by the respective leaders. 10
Since the Japan-Australia Joint Declaration on Security Cooperation in 2007, there has also been a large
number of meetings across various levels. While these have mostly been at the bilateral level, there has
also been a number at the trilateral level, including US representatives. 11 Notably, the majority of these
interactions have been at the strategic level, which is ‘concerned with the art and science of employing
national power in a synchronised fashion to achieve the national end state and national objectives’. 12
Both before and after the Joint Declaration, Australian and Japanese forces had deployed on peacekeeping
operations in Cambodia in 1992 and in Timor-Leste in 2000, and are currently deployed in South Sudan.
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They also deployed on humanitarian assistance and disaster-relief operations in December 2004 in
response to the Indian Ocean tsunami, and in March 2011 following a substantial earthquake in Japan.
They were also involved in humanitarian reconstruction in Iraq during 2005-06.13 All of these deployed
activities occurred at the tactical level of war where ‘tasks are planned and conducted to achieve
operational objectives’.14

Where to next?
It is apparent from the above developments that the defence relationship has been focused on either
establishing the relationship’s strategic framework or actually undertaking deployed tactical-level
activities as events dictate. What is missing is a deeper relationship at the operational level, where
‘campaigns and operations are planned, synchronised and conducted to achieve strategic objectives’. 15
Addressing this deficiency is necessary in order to improve interoperability between Australia and Japan.
ADF doctrine also notes that the operational level is the responsibility of commanders who employ the
operational art, which is ‘the skilful employment of military forces to attain strategic goals through the
design, organisation, sequencing and direction of campaigns and major operations’. 16 Of note,
‘[o]perational art translates strategic into operational and ultimately tactical actions’. 17 Therefore, the
operational level is critical to deepening the Australia-Japan defence relationship and further developing
ADF-JSDF interoperability.
On 1 July 2014, the Japanese Government officially reinterpreted Article 9 of the Japanese Constitution
(which renounces war) and allowed the JSDF to conduct collective self-defence of countries that have a
‘close relationship with Japan’.18 The Upper House approved this in September 2015 and the
reinterpretation is now law. This is a very important development because, for the first time, the JSDF will
be able to operate in limited combat roles alongside the militaries of other nations in the defence of
Japan.19
This is one of Japan’s first steps towards becoming a ‘normal country’—able to use its military power like
other states.20 In the future, further normalisation may see the JSDF conducting a broader array of
activities across the spectrum of conflict away from Japan, and potentially in coalition with Australia.
Hence the time is right to increase interoperability at the operational level between Australia and Japan.

Enhancing interoperability through exercises and operations
To describe areas for future Australia-Japan collaboration, the Australian Strategic Policy Institute (ASPI)
has developed a categorisation system, based on the sensitivity and complexity of activities.21 It uses a
simple rating scale of low, medium and high, where low-sensitivity/complexity activities might include
peacekeeping, humanitarian assistance and disaster relief, counter-terrorism and counter-piracy
operations and exercises.22 Medium-sensitivity/complexity activities could include higher-end military
exercises, as well as capability development on submarines and ballistic-missile defence.23 Highsensitivity/complexity activities could include intelligence collection, cyber, and a response to the US antiaccess and area-denial concept.24
For the purposes of discussion, this paper will focus on exercises and operations at the low to medium
levels of sensitivity and complexity. Peacekeeping and humanitarian aid/disaster-relief activities are
considered low-sensitivity/complexity activities, as there is already a significant ‘history of cooperation’
between the two countries.25
While the ‘primary justification for dispatching defence forces to help another country experiencing a
disaster [or instability] is usually humanitarian … [and related to] saving lives, alleviating suffering and
maintaining human dignity’, there are also less altruistic reasons. 26 These include ‘reinforcing alliances
and partnerships, advancing foreign policy agendas and providing knowledge of operational military
capabilities’.27 While the latter reasons do not trump the former, they are nevertheless very important—
and require clear-headed thinking on how best to accomplish them.
Planning and practice is accordingly required to work through complex issues and develop tactical and
operational-level proficiency. This is best done through exercises, either in the field or at a headquarters,
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as they ‘are the most effective way of demonstrating and evaluating … preparedness for operations’. 28
Furthermore, ADF doctrine states that exercises ‘are an important tool through which the ADF tests and
validates its concepts, procedures, systems and tactics…. [and they also] demonstrate readiness, build
interoperability and contribute to force development’.29
While most peacekeeping and humanitarian assistance/disaster-relief operations are undertaken with
little warning, the performance of the deployed force increases considerably if they are practised in the
sorts of activities they are deployed to perform. It obviously also helps if the participating forces have
good levels of interoperability. Because Australia and Japan have jointly experienced many years of
tactical operations and exercises—and with strategic-level agreements now in place—there is scope to
expand the bilateral peacekeeping and humanitarian assistance/disaster-relief relationship to a more
permanent footing.
One way to achieve this would be through the ADF’s Program of Major Service Activities, which is ‘a
rolling program of joint and combined collective training exercises and activities that are planned to
meet’ the ADF’s operational preparedness requirements. 30 Within that program, there are three
exercises/operations that would seem well suited to increase interoperability and operational-planning
skills at the low- to medium-level of sensitivity and complexity, namely Operation RENDER SAFE,
Exercise PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP and Exercise TALISMAN SABRE.
Operation RENDER SAFE is the ADF’s annual series of operations that aims to safely dispose of World
War 2-vintage explosive remnants of war in a number of South Pacific island nations. 31 While the
operation has previously involved other nations, it has not yet involved Japan. 32 Because the activity is an
operation, it involves significant operational-level planning, which includes amphibious, aviation, medical,
intelligence, and public affairs aspects. It is relevant to both peacekeeping and humanitarian
assistance/disaster-relief operations, would increase ADF-JSDF interoperability, and falls within the
strategic framework of agreements such as the Acquisition and Cross-Servicing Agreement.
Exercise PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP is another key peacekeeping and humanitarian assistance/disasterrelief related activity that is also low sensitivity and complexity. It is a US Pacific Command-sponsored
activity that involves many nations from across the Pacific, with Australia being a leading participant. It
‘aims to strengthen international relationships, improve host nation resilience to natural disasters and
improve the interoperability of regional forces in response to natural disaster and humanitarian
emergencies’.33 While Japan has participated previously, it has not done so consistently. Like RENDER
SAFE, Exercise PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP involves a range of military capabilities in a humanitarian
assistance/disaster relief-like environment and would also sit comfortably within the framework of
Australia-Japan defence agreements.34
Exercise TALISMAN SABRE is in a different league as it is ‘designed to train … military forces in planning
and conducting Combined Task Force operations to improve the combat readiness and interoperability’
of the forces involved.35 As it is also focused on mid-intensity ‘high-end’ warfighting, it is of medium-level
sensitivity and complexity.36 In 2015, the exercise was held in Australia and 40 JSDF ground troops
participated for the first time, albeit operating only with US forces, and not the ADF. 37 Additionally,
because of its combined task force focus, TALISMAN SABRE would provide the most operational level
benefit to the Australia-Japan defence relationship, as the JSDF would be able to learn from experienced
US and ADF operational level headquarters.
Exercises and low-level operations such as those described above would serve to achieve many strategiclevel objectives in the Japan-Australia relationship, such as supporting foreign policy aims and applying
military capabilities to soft-power objectives. They would also serve to tighten the military-to-military
relationship and instil trust and understanding.
These issues are not only important at the tactical level, where force elements work with each other, but
also at the operational level where the activities are planned, synchronised and deconflicted. This is
important because this is where national operational-level planning doctrines are employed and where
the often difficult issues about what can and cannot be done are explored, such as capabilities, limitations,
and rules of engagement, as well as operational intelligence exchanges.38
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While RENDER SAFE and PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP are both low sensitivity and complexity, they offer
excellent opportunities to deepen the operational-level planning relationship, with little risk and in realworld humanitarian assistance/disaster-relief settings. They are potentially an excellent example of
‘learning to walk before you run’. TALISMAN SABRE, however, is the best longer-term opportunity to fully
function at the operational level, both before and during the exercise, across several areas of operation,
within a complex scenario and in a fully joint and combined setting.

Conclusion
This paper has proposed several ways in which the Australia-Japan defence relationship can be deepened
without undue sensitivity and complexity. The importance of this requirement has significantly increased
since 1 July 2014, with the Japanese Government’s reinterpretation of Article 9 of the Japanese
Constitution and subsequent permission for the JSDF to provide collective self-defence of other countries’
forces operating with the JSDF, thus allowing for ‘a more normal defence posture’.39
The paper has also contended that the key to bridging the apparent strategic-tactical divide is not only to
focus on the operational level but also to build capacity in operational planning through developing a
thorough understanding of each other’s planning doctrines, operational and intelligence capabilities and
limitations, and rules of engagement. It has argued that Japan’s involvement in activities such as RENDER
SAFE, PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP and TALISMAN SABRE would achieve this.
The Australia-Japan defence relationship has developed quickly and in the last decade there has been an
exceptional level of cooperation and collaboration in deepening the defence ties between the two
countries. As noted by Yusuke Ishihara, ‘[i]n light of such a strong record of bilateral cooperation, it is not
too much to state that the Japan-Australia bilateral relationship is an “action shop”, unlike many other
collaborative frameworks which are often only “talk shops”’.40 While much work has been done, it is now
time to deepen the relationship at the operational level.
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